
The technology advantage

CMOS  EBSD Detector Range

CMOS speed, CMOS sensitivity, no compromise



Discover the market leading range of EBSD 
detectors based on CMOS technology: a world 
first in innovative technology.

Oxford Instruments has revolutionised EBSD 
performance through the innovative application 
of CMOS technology. 

The key to CMOS sensor performance is:

• The parallel nature of the data read-out

• Higher resolution patterns acquired  in a 
shorter time

• Diffraction patterns with 16x more pixels 
acquired at twice the rate of the fastest 
CCD-based detectors.

No more pixel binning, no more compromise, 
just awesome results. Every time.

Be a part of the CMOS-EBSD evolution.

CMOS-based EBSD Detectors

A technology breakthrough



Unparalleled speed and sensitivity

CMOS technology delivers a 
step change in performance 
for all our EBSD detectors: 
solve your materials problems 
in minutes, not hours.

Advanced optics coupled with an 
ultra sensitive phosphor screen 
delivers extreme sensitivity, 
making these detectors ideal 
for bio and nano applications.

Symmetry has already 
changed the way researchers 
are using EBSD; our CMOS 
detectors will open up new 
opportunities for you.

NEW SCIENCE

SENSITIVITY

SPEED



C– NANO        Your entry into CMOS technology

C–Nano is an outstanding 
entry-level CMOS EBSD 
detector.  It delivers 
megapixel pattern 
resolution  coupled with 
speeds up to 400 patterns 
per second (pps).  It is 
at least 3x faster than 
comparable CCD based 
detectors, at highest 
pattern resolutions.  

Advanced, high efficiency 
optics are integral to 
the full CMOS EBSD 
range.  This ensures  
high sensitivity, superior 
pattern quality, coupled 
with best data quality. 1244 x 1024 high resolution pattern from Zirconium oxide.

ü		All sample types

ü		Applications demanding high resolution (HR) patterns, such as strain analysis

Resolution Speed

1244 x 1024 > 80 pps

312 x 256 400 pps

Orientation map of a synthetic Al2O3 nacre 
sample, collected at ~350 pps.  

Sample courtesy of  
Dr. Thierry Douillard, INSA Lyon.

20 μm



A new standard when speed is keyC– SWIFT        

C–Swift is a higher throughput CMOS EBSD 
detector for routine materials analysis. With speeds 
up to 1,000 pps, C–Swift delivers exceptional 
high-speed materials characterisation. 

The CMOS technology ensures high quality diffraction 
patterns, with up to 4x more pattern detail than 
equivalent CCD-based detectors at the top speeds. 
This ensures class leading indexing rates on even 
the most challenging samples, without the need 
for compromising pattern averaging routines. 

ü		Routine industrial analyses and quality control

ü		High throughput sample characterisation  
 (e.g. grain characterisation)

ü		Materials Science and Metallurgy

Resolution Speed

622 x 512 250 pps

156 x 128 1000 pps

Above and back cover: 
Disorientation colouring map 
of a deformed Al 0.1% Mg 
alloy. Sample courtesy of Dr. 
Ali Gholinia, University of 
Manchester.

Left and front cover: Orientation 
map of a 2-phase Ti64 alloy 
sample, collected at 972 pps.  
Sample courtesy of  
Materials Consultancy Services 
Ltd, UK

50 μm

20 μm



SYMMETRY        The ultimate all-in-one performance

EBSP quality at top speed 

Fast CCD Symmetry

Symmetry® delivers uncompromised class leading performance on all samples, 
transforming EBSD workflows. 

Exceptional analysis speeds in excess of 3,000 pps on real-world samples are 
balanced by extreme sensitivity, high pattern resolution and a range of innovative 
design features.  

Symmetry is perfect for every EBSD analysis, including strain analysis (HR-EBSD) at 
full 1244 x 1024 resolution, rapid characterisation of more challenging materials  
or ultra-high speed, routine analysis of metals  and alloys, using  
beam currents of just a few nA.

ü	High throughput / multi-user environments 

üAll application regimes 

ü	HR EBSD

ü	Deformed materials

ü	3D and in situ

ü	Nanocrystalline materials

Resolution Speed

1244 x 1024 > 240 pps  

622 x 512 > 800 pps

156 x 128 > 3000 pps



...Your choice of CMOS EBSD detectors
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Megapixel screen resolution ü		l ü		
622 x 512 resolution l ü ü
400 pps ü ü ü
1000 pps l ü ü
> 3000 pps l l ü
Proximity sensor ü ü ü
Handset l l ü
Tilt mechanism* l l ü
* Software controlled tilt using AZtec®.

C–NANO
30 mins

Conventional CCD
90 mins

C–SWIFT 
12 mins

SYMMETRY 
4 mins

SPEED TO RESULT 
Time taken to measure 

the grain size of a rolled 
automotive steel to International 

Standard ASTM E2627 with 
comparable data quality.



This brochure provides a glimpse 

into the revolutionary capabilities 

of our range of CMOS-based EBSD 

detectors. Significantly more detail, 

including in-depth application 

notes, videos and technical 

overviews can be found on our 

website at:

www.oxinst.com/symmetry

The materials presented here are summary in nature, subject to 
change, and intended for general information only. Additional 
details are available. Oxford Instruments NanoAnalysis is certified 
to ISO9001, ISO14001 and OHSAS 18001. Symmetry and AZtec 
are Registered Trademarks of Oxford Instruments plc, all other 
trademarks acknowledged. © Oxford Instruments plc, 2018.  
All rights reserved. OINA / EBSD Detector Range/ 0318.

We are renowned for delivering 
outstanding support. Our global 
service hubs offer a full range of 
technical support to keep your 
detector, system and staff at 
maximum efficiency. 

We’re with you every step of 
the way to future proof your 
investment and ensure onwards 
data and system compatibility.

Our team of accredited 
support professionals 
proactively ensure your system 
is in optimal condition. 

Keep your investment at peak 
performance. Multi-layered 
maintenance contracts suit your 
operational needs and budget.

Optimising you. Optimising your 
team. Omni-channel training 
enables everyone to deliver 
the right results every time.

Our global network of help desks 
guarantee a fast local expert 
response to any application 
or operational issue.


